MINT NOTES	Ixix
•Akbarnagar—is known from the third to the fifth year, and then the usual 'square areas' type. A gold mohar of the latter type has recently come to light.
The first of Aurangzeb's silver Issues contain the mohar couplet, and the name of the mint is at the top of the coin. These give place to a ' square areas' issue rather similar to the early Aurangzeb issues of Junagarh mint, for which see Mint Note; it is represented here in gold, and is also known in silver—J. M. Cat., No. 1356. The ordinary type In both metals had been adopted by 1092.
Shah 'Alain I Is the only Mughal emperor represented In copper, while normal type issues in silver are known of this monarch and of all the succeeding emperors except Raflcu~d~darjat. and Shah Jahan II*
Coin No. 903 of the British Museum Catalogue of the Corns of the Mughal JSmperors, which belongs to Jahangimagar mint, should be attributed to the claimant 'Azmm-sh-shan, grandson of Aurangsseb, See N.S. XVII, § 103.
JAIPUR' ^. C5^
Lat. 26° 55'        Long. 75° 50'
G.           S.	C.
Muhammad Shall          —            2	—
Ahmad Shah                —           4	—
'Alamgir II                   —            1	—
Shah 'ilam 33              —            1	—
Jaipur, the capital of the Eajputana State of that name, was founded In the reign of Muhammad Shah, and coins of this monarch both In gold and silver are knbwn, the earliest date being probably a.m. 1153—see I.M. Cat, No. 1926. The mint-name Is always associated with the epithet Sawcffi, literally 'one and a quarter', that is to say, better than most. Coins of the usual types in gold and silver were issued in the names of all the succeeding emperors. The later Issues of Shah 'Alam II bear a characteristic mint-mark with six sprays— see M. 89. Copper coins of this ruler are known.
CHUNAR
Lat. 25° f       Long. 82° 55/
' •  ..   .	G.	S. .        C.
Akbar	—	—	1
Ohuiiar, a fort on the Elver Ganges in the province of Ilahabad (Allahabad), was a silver and a copper mint of the Suns, and one or

